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In the first blog of this two-part series, we introduced Nadav Zafrir (who served as

Commander of Unit 8200, Israel’s elite military technology unit, prior to co-founding

Team 8) and Admiral Mike Rogers (who culminated his distinguished US Navy career with a

four-year tour as Commander, US Cyber Command, and Director, National Security Agency)

as they shared their expert views on the first four of our eight cybersecurity themes

for 2023. In Part 2, we hear from these military experts again as they turn their

attention to the remaining four themes.

 

Theme 5: Perimeterless worldTheme 5: Perimeterless world

 

Nadav Zafrir:Nadav Zafrir: In the modern, cloud-driven and work-from-anywhere world, the classical

network perimeter has evaporated. The COVID-19 pandemic and widespread remote work have

accelerated this trend, making it clear that our technology estates no longer have a

clear boundary.

 

With the disappearance of the traditional perimeter, identity is now our perimeter.

Users, permissions, and endpoints have become the new focus of security, and managing

them intelligently is now key to protecting our organisations.

 

Organisations must adopt solutions that provide visibility and control over user

identities, including access control, authentication and privilege management, which are

integrated across the cloud, on-premise and in the field. Only then can we establish

trust in a world where boundaries have disappeared and ensure that our assets and

information are secure while interconnected.

 

Admiral Rogers:Admiral Rogers: For me, 2022 was all about trying to understand what the new normal

looked like in terms of remote/hybrid workforces and the new perimeterless world in

which we live. We’re now in a position where COVID-19 is something that is sustained

without major aperiodic spikes like we used to have. And with it, the distributed work

model has become very much the norm. Going forward, the ‘hybrid dynamic’ will be the

focus.

 

Theme 6: Data securityTheme 6: Data security

 

Admiral Rogers:Admiral Rogers: Historically, Americans have held the view that the federal government

should minimise its role. Therefore, when it comes to data privacy regulation, in the

absence of broad federal legislation, the states have had to step in to fill the void.

If you’re a large company that works across many domestic geographies, you can’t build a

solution with 50 different privacy requirements.
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Thus, in 2023, we must carefully consider what the US regulatory framework should be for

data protection and privacy. This is further complicated by the fact that right now, in

the US Congress, there is a strong pushback against big tech companies and social media.

I expect they’ll spend the next few months continuing to debate these topics and, in the

fall, we might see a framework of new draft legislation in the data privacy field.

 

Theme 7: Shift-leftTheme 7: Shift-left

 

Nadav Zafrir:Nadav Zafrir: As we continue to write more code than ever before, adding security to

our software development process is becoming increasingly critical. This means shifting

security practices earlier in the development process, or ‘shifting left.’

 

With the widespread use of open-source software, which forms the foundation of many

modern software applications, and with the emergence of low-code and no-code

developments, we are rapidly approaching a point where everyone in an organisation will

be developing and using code.

 

As such, it’s imperative that we ensure all members of the organisation have a solid

understanding of secure coding practice and that security is built into the software

development process from the very beginning.

 

By embracing a shift-left approach to security, we can reduce the risk of

vulnerabilities, protect our assets and information and ensure that our software is

secure, reliable, and resilient.

 

Admiral Rogers: Admiral Rogers: The supply chain has become really interesting, and we’re seeing more

and more attention and focus on this. It started initially with private companies

working with the government. However, in 2023, there may be a push to expand US supply

chain legislation beyond this.

 

Theme 8: Layer 8Theme 8: Layer 8

 

Nadav Zafrir:Nadav Zafrir: In the world of cybersecurity, the human element is both a critical asset

and a significant risk factor. Many recent attacks have targeted humans in ever more

sophisticated ways beyond spear-phishing, which is very prevalent today. To address this

challenge, we must focus on Layer 8—the human layer—and build tools that empower people

to make better security decisions.

 

Improving the usability of security tools and making them intuitive for non-technical

users is an important frontier. By enabling people to interact with technology securely

and efficiently, we can reduce the likelihood of human error leading to security

breaches.

 

At the same time, educating people on best practices and equipping them with the tools

and knowledge to make informed decisions is an opportunity to strengthen our

organisation’s security posture. By providing employees with the right training and

resources, we can turn them into an asset in the fight against cyber threats.

  

Conclusion: tracking the themes allows us to track the ongoing evolution ofConclusion: tracking the themes allows us to track the ongoing evolution of

cybersecuritycybersecurity
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One of the most difficult aspects of megatrend investing regards the measurement of

progress. Megatrends can be quiet for long periods and then, suddenly, they can splash

across almost every headline—just look at AI and ChatGPT recently. The different themes

allow us to categorise company activities and, therefore, track the different progress

being made across them. They also help in finding new, public company opportunities that

may best represent the space.

 

Related blogsRelated blogs

+ A military perspective on cybersecurity (Part 1)

+ Cybersecurity should remain a top focus in 2023

+ Introducing our newest cybersecurity theme: Layer 8 - The Human Factor

 

Related productsRelated products

+ WisdomTree Cybersecurity UCITS ETF - USD Acc (WCBR/CYSE)

View the online version of this article here.
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